Top 10 annuals for landscaping

BY JESSICA ATCHISON

You know a good landscape needs anchor plants: trees, shrubs, and other perennials that keep providing color year after year. However, to keep the landscape lively, you've got to mix in some new, different annuals each season. Take a look at this "Top 10" list, which contains some of the most popular, reliable choices you can make. It contains items for sun or shade, cool or hot weather and humid or dry conditions.

Impatiens. The #1 bedding plant in the world, impatiens are the perfect choice for shady landscapes, where they combine well with other shade-lovers like hostas or ferns. Available in a huge range of colors, patterns and forms, impatiens offer loads of color and are very low-maintenance. Plant them in well-drained soil in full to partial shade areas. New Guinea hybrids are more tolerant of sunlight.

Petunia. Petunias are native to the wilds of South America, but they've been tamed to become some of the world's most recognizable bedding plants. With a variety of flower forms (single or double, smooth or ruffled) and lots of colors and patterns to choose from, petunias are marked by their dependable, versatile garden performance. Use them in beds, baskets or containers in sunny landscapes. With regular watering and occasional feeding, they'll bloom all season.

Angelonia. A relative newcomer to the landscape, angelonia is also called "Summer snapdragon" for its small, snapdragon-like blooms. Great for adding height to beds and borders, angelonia grows 18 to 24 inches tall and produces abundant of blossoms on each spire. Angelonia performs best in full sun. It is typically available in shades of purple, but plant breeders have produced a variety of other colors as well.

Geranium. Great for containers, landscape beds and borders, geraniums are staples in many summer gardens. Upright, zonal geraniums are most commonly planted in landscapes, but trailing ivy geraniums are also available and suitable for baskets and containers. Each plant produces small flowers that are clustered together in umbels atop tall stems. Geraniums have lovely foliage, and many varieties are fragrant.

Vinca. Sometimes called "Madagascar periwinkle" in honor of its tropical island origins, vinca is an upright plant that produces large, five-petaled flowers. Great for sunny landscape beds and containers, vinca is generally available in varying shades of pink, purple, peach, white and red. Some varieties produce flowers of one color with darker "eyes," or centers. Vinca also has lush, dark green foliage that is quite attractive in the landscape. Vinca loves the heat and will thrive in hot, dry conditions.

Pentas. Another annual with tropical origins, pentas produce large flower heads of many small, star-shaped blooms atop 2-foot-tall plants. Also called "star cluster" because of the flower shape, pentas flourish in heat and humidity and attract butterflies and hummingbirds. Pentas come in a range of soft, warm colors as well as bright reds and deep pinks.

Viola. Close relatives of pansies, violas produce abundant, 1.5-inch, 5-petaled flowers in an amazing array of colors and patterns. Violas are terrific...
cool season choices because they flourish in the lower temperatures of spring and autumn. Many violas will survive winter in most areas; if planted in autumn, they will die back and then return to bloom in the spring.

**Begonia.** Finding great plants for shaded areas can be a challenge, but begonias always rise to the occasion. Fibrous or “wax” begonias are a common sight in many summer gardens; the upright plants have green or bronze foliage and usually display white, pink or red flowers. Tuberous begonias exhibit double or semi-double flowers and are available in a wider color palette.

**Ornamental Millet (Pennisetum).** Some plants just know how to make an impact, and Purple Majesty ornamental millet is one of those. This breeding breakthrough won the prestigious All-American Selections Gold Medal in 2003 for its amazing garden performance. Purple Majesty grows 3 to 5 feet tall with long leaves and 12-inch, cattail-like flower plumes that attract birds. The plants begin green but turn a gorgeous deep mahogany-purple when planted outside. Purple Majesty makes a great backdrop or centerpiece plant and looks amazing when mass-planted in the landscape.

**Marigold.** These tough, prolific bloomers are among the boldest and brightest annuals available and look great in beds, borders, and containers. Marigolds are commonly found in sizzling colors like yellow, gold, orange and bronze; there are also many bicolors available that display red or deep burgundy accents. The two most popular types of marigolds are African marigolds, which can grow up to 3 feet tall and produce large, round pom-pom-like flowers, and French marigolds, which are a bit shorter (6 to 12 inches is average) with smaller single or double flowers.
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Fireworks, flags, and strong foundations

How did you spend your Fourth of July? Did you join with the thousands of Americans who flocked to local ballparks to start the evening with flag waving and the national anthem, cheer in the stands during the game, and celebrate the holiday with a breathtaking fireworks display? Or were you the one preparing the ballfield for all the action?

Capturing the magic of such moments creates a sense of tradition within families that gives them a strong foundation. A safe, playable field is the strong foundation of any game. Working together, we can build the SAFE Foundation into a strong resource for sports turf managers around the world.

As an example of working together, following Mike Veeck’s presentation to ST’MA in San Antonio, and through subsequent conversations with Steve Trusty, one of Mike’s teams, the Charleston RiverDogs, have a special recognition and fundraising event planned. August 15 is Sports Turf Managers Recognition Night at Joseph P. Riley Jr. Park in Charleston. This event will bring together sports turf managers from the region to tour the field, share fun and fellowship, and be recognized for their professionalism by the fans. And it will raise funds for SAFE. In addition, the RiverDogs will be funding a scholarship to add to the SAFE Scholarship program. If you’re going to be near Charleston around that time, contact STMA/SAFE Headquarters for information on the event and the game.

SAFE, the foundation for Safer Athletic Field Environments, was formed by the Sports Turf Managers Association (STMA) to respond to the challenges facing those responsible for the care of athletic fields. Your donation will provide an endowment to ensure that the challenges facing the sports turf industry are met. It also will help support research for better science, technology, and equipment. And it will support the education and training of sports turf managers and aspiring sports turf managers. Most importantly, your donation will help provide the best sports surfaces for all levels of play.

A single blade of grass supports athletes around the world. Help the SAFE Foundation make it as strong as possible.

Want to help us start a Sports Field revolution?
Contact Rich King or Steve Trusty at 800-323-3875 for more information on how you can make sports fields SAFE!

SAFEFOAM PADDING
CoverSports USA announces SafeFoam padding for fence tops, rails, posts, and poles. Designed to protect your players, it goes over any chain link fence top, pole or rail 2-in, or less in diameter. Standard grade is a full 1-in. thick; premium grade is 3/4-in. with an extra-durable tough-skin coating.

CoverSports USA/800-445-6680
For information, circle 057 or see www.oners.ims.ca/2081-057

GROUNDKEEPING GUIDE
Floyd Perry has published a handbook for football and soccer field and overall turf management called, “Turf Grows By the Inch and is Killed By the Foot.” The 170-page pictorial guide is part of a series that help explain turf maintenance problems and solutions through pictures. The pictures and accompanying text feature some of the latest and most innovative ideas, techniques, equipment, and procedures that are used on athletic fields.

Grounds Maintenance Services/407-648-1332
For information, circle 070

STRING TRIMMER
Swisher’s Trim-Max 3-in-1-string trimmer is three tools in one—a trimmer, edger and mower. The unit rolls over the roughest terrain, cutting everything in its path, from waist-high weeds to your average lawn.

Swisher/800-222-8183
For information, circle 059 or see www.oners.ims.ca/2081-059

AWARD-WINNING VARIETIES
Ball Horticultural Company, an internationally renowned breeder, producer, and wholesale distributor of ornamental plants, has introduced many innovative, award-winning varieties, including the Ride The Wave family of petunias.

Ball Horticultural Company 630-231-3600
For information, circle 060 or see www.oners.ims.ca/2081-060